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ABSTRACT: Droughts cause serious environmental and societal impacts, often aggravated by simultaneously occurring
heat waves. Climate and vegetation play key roles in the evolution of drought-associated temperature anomalies, but their
relative importance is largely unknown. Here, we present the hottest temperature anomalies during drought in subhumid
and tree-dominated regions using observation-based, global data over 2001–15. These anomalies are mainly driven by a
drought-related net radiation surplus and further amplified by forests’ water-saving strategies that result in diminished
evaporative cooling. By contrast, in semiarid and short-vegetation regions, drought-related temperature increases are
smaller. The reduction of evaporative cooling is weak and net radiation increases only marginally due to high albedo over
drought-stressed vegetation. Our findings highlight the importance of considering all interacting factors in understanding
diverse mechanisms of concurrent drought–heat extremes across different climate regimes.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Climate and vegetation have a strong influence in regulating temperature anoma-
lies during drought. However, the physical mechanisms behind drought–heat events across different climate–vegetation
regimes are not always accurately described in physically based models. Here we use global-scale, observation-based
datasets to show the spatial variation of temperature anomalies during drought, with the largest anomalies in subhumid
and tree-dominated regions. Further, we present observational evidence for the relative roles of climate and vegetation in
shaping drought–heat extremes across space. Our study provides valuable inputs to better understand the drought–heat
pathways and their spatial variations, which can inform drought adaptation and mitigation efforts.
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1. Introduction

Drought is considered to be the most complex and least under-
stood of all climate extremes, affecting large areas and populations
(Wilhite 2000; Below et al. 2007). Prolonged drought can disrupt
agricultural activities and ecosystems (Bastos et al. 2020), threaten
water and energy security (Shadman et al. 2016), and increase fire
hazards (O et al. 2020b). Drought often induces elevated tempera-
tures. Such concurrent drought and heat events can exacerbate en-
vironmental and societal impacts anticipated from individual
drought events, as witnessed during 2003 in Europe (Fink et al.
2004; Ciais et al. 2005) and 2010 in Russia (Hauser et al. 2016;
Flach et al. 2018). Substantial increases in the frequency of concur-
rent drought and heat extremes have recently been reported in
many regions of the world (Mazdiyasni and AghaKouchak 2015;
Sharma and Mujumdar 2017; Alizadeh et al. 2020; Yu and Zhai
2020). Furthermore, climate model projections suggest amplified
warming of droughts in the future (Chiang et al. 2018; Cheng et al.

2019). Thus, understanding the underlying mechanisms re-
sponsible for drought-induced heat is crucial to inform drought
management strategies and to improve the prediction of dry–
hot extremes, especially under a changing climate.

The role of soil moisture in linking drought and heat has
been well recognized. Prior studies, although constrained by the
use of proxy indices or limited amounts of in situ data, have
provided ample evidence that low soil moisture during drought
events suppresses evaporative cooling, subsequently resulting in
increased local temperatures (Hirschi et al. 2011; Mueller and
Seneviratne 2012; Teuling 2018). However, drought-induced
heat (drought–heat) cannot be solely attributed to soil moisture
deficits. Changes in local land cover during droughts, such as
dried soils or dead grasses, and diverse responses of different
vegetation types to drought can also affect the drought–heat re-
lationship (Lobell and Asner 2002; Teuling and Seneviratne
2008; Matheny et al. 2015; Anderegg et al. 2019; Grossiord et al.
2020; Tollerud et al. 2020). However, a comprehensive assess-
ment of the relevant land surface components and their contri-
butions to drought–heat extremes is still lacking.

Moreover, the relationship between the large-scale spatial
variation of drought-induced heat and background bioclimatic
conditions is so far unresolved, owing largely to a lack of suitable
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land surface data. Likewise, the drought–heat processes de-
scribed in process-based models remain uncertain due to the im-
perfect representation of relevant land surface interactions
(Santanello et al. 2018; Miralles et al. 2019). Here, we overcome
this limitation by employing global soil moisture and latent heat
(5evaporative cooling) data generated from respective in situ
measurements through a data-driven approach.

We examine daily maximum temperature anomalies during
extreme droughts and show a systematic spatial variability of
corresponding net radiation and latent heat anomalies across
climatic regimes. We further demonstrate the contrasting role
of trees and short vegetation on drought–heat pathways, espe-
cially in transitional regimes (subhumid and semiarid climates).
Consequently, our comprehensive assessment using multiple
variables disentangles the relative roles of climate and vegeta-
tion in shaping drought–heat extremes across space.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

Soil moisture data are obtained from the SoMo.ml, a global
soil moisture dataset generated using a machine learning (ML)-
based model (O and Orth 2021). The ML-based model was
trained to simulate daily temporal dynamics learned from the in
situ measurements. Data are available for three different soil
layers on a 0.258 3 0.258 latitude–longitude grid. We upscaled
the data with linear interpolation into 0.583 0.58 and then verti-
cally interpolated to the depth of 0–50 cm. SoMo.ml v1.0 is pub-
licly available via https://doi.org/10.17871/bgi_somo.ml_v1_2020.

Latent heat data are from FLUXCOM, which is generated
through multiple ML algorithms trained with energy flux
measurements from FLUXNET eddy covariance towers
(Jung et al. 2019). We selected latent heat ensemble from the
remote sensing setup, where fluxes are estimated exclusively
from MODIS satellite data. More information about the data
can be found from http://www.fluxcom.org/. Data are available
at a 0.58 spatial resolution for the period of 2001–15. Eight-daily
data are linearly interpolated to a daily scale, which can possibly
underestimate daily extreme values; however, this would not
significantly affect our results.

We additionally employ latest version of the ECMWF global
reanalysis data (ERA5; Hersbach et al. 2020) to obtain daily net
radiation and daily maximum temperature. Those are relatively
well constrained with observations such as synoptic station data
and satellite radiances through the data assimilation. The data
are available at a daily scale and interpolated to a 0.58 grid.

Diverse data sources are considered in our study so that the
employed datasets can be largely independent of each other.
Moreover, both the reanalysis and ML-driven data used in
this study substantially rely on observations. While the reanal-
ysis combines physically based model data with observations,
the ML-driven datasets are based on process knowledge
established purely from the observational training data.

b. Drought event selection

Drought peaks are defined as consecutive days with the
lowest mean soil moisture (5-day moving window). The day

corresponding to the drought peak over the period of 2001–15
is selected per each grid pixel (0.58 3 0.58). We discard grid
pixels where the long-term-mean temperature is lower than
58C or where the aridity index is higher than 8, given the
diminished quality of the soil moisture data over very cold or
arid regions (O and Orth 2021). We only consider the most
extreme drought events, as we assume this is associated with
the most informative drought–heat signals. We repeat the
main analysis using nth extreme droughts and the results
remain similar.

c. Bioclimatic regime definition

We classify the climate-vegetation regime of each grid pixel
based on its aridity index and tree cover dominance. Using
ERA5 data, the aridity index is computed as a ratio of aver-
aged net radiation (expressed in mm) to precipitation over
the 15 years. Tree cover dominance is defined as a ratio of tree
cover fraction to the total vegetation cover (tree and short vege-
tation) using the data from the AVHRR vegetation continuous
fields products from 2007 to 2016 (Song et al. 2018).

d. Sensitivity and correlation

To examine the relationship between considered variables
and temperature increases during drought, we examine the
slope of the multiple linear regressions, which can be defined as
the sensitivity of temperature to net radiation, or latent heat:
temperature5 a 3 net radiation1 b 3 latent heat1 intercept,
where a and b are sensitivities of net radiation and latent heat,
respectively. We also examine the correlations between the
variables, such as the partial correlation coefficient (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient) of temperature and net radiation while
controlling for the effect of latent heat, and vice versa. Both sen-
sitivity and correlation are computed at each grid pixel using the
values over the drought period of 51 days (i.e.,250 to 0 days).

3. Elevated temperatures during droughts

We select the most extreme drought event per grid pixel
based on the lowest soil moisture value (0–50 cm) and analyze
daily maximum temperature anomalies on the day of the drought
peak; anomalies are normalized by the standard deviation across
temperatures from the same calendar day over all years. As
shown in Fig. 1a, most grid pixels show positive temperature
anomalies, indicating drought peaks accompanied by elevated
temperatures. Nonetheless, we also observe a few negative tem-
perature anomalies, particularly in some arid regions. This
could suggest different drought–temperature processes over the
regions (e.g., higher albedo during drought results in lower net
radiation and therefore decreased temperature).

We further examine the composite temporal variation of
the normalized anomalies of soil moisture, temperature, net
radiation, and latent heat during the 50-day period before and
on the day of the drought peak. Results are shown as median
values across grid pixels in humid and arid regions in Figs. 1b
and 1c, respectively. Dry anomalies of soil moisture continu-
ously intensify during the drought, as well as warm tempera-
ture anomalies, showing a similar temporal pattern of
drought–heat development in both regions. Humid regions
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dry down faster, and eventually the dry anomaly at the
drought peak is stronger than in arid regions. Similarly, the
warm temperature anomaly around the drought peak is stron-
ger in humid regions. After the drought peak, the temperature
returns to normal within a few days, while soil moisture
exhibits a much slower recovery rate owing to its memory
effect (Orth and Seneviratne 2012; McColl et al. 2017).

On the other hand, the temporal evolution of net radiation
and latent heat anomalies shows remarkably different pat-
terns between the regions (Figs. 1b and 1c), indicating differ-
ent physical processes involved in drought–heat evolution.
In humid regions, net radiation anomalies increase slowly

but continuously until the peak of drought. By contrast, in
arid regions, there is almost no net radiation anomaly dur-
ing the drought period. Latent heat also shows a contrasting
temporal variation between the regions, with positive and
negative anomalies dominating in humid and arid regions,
respectively. In humid and therefore energy-limited regions,
vegetation can benefit from increased radiation and hence
more available energy during the early stage of drought (Orth
and Destouni 2018). However, as the drought peak ap-
proaches, latent heat decreases significantly (around 5–7 days
before the peak), probably due to reduced vegetation activity
resulting from depleted plant-available water. Nonetheless,

FIG. 1. Widespread elevated temperatures during droughts. (a) Maximum temperature on the day of soil moisture
minimum. Temporal evolution of soil moisture, temperature, net radiation, and latent heat during droughts in (b) hu-
mid and (c) arid regions. All variables are expressed as normalized anomalies. The aridity index, the ratio of long-
term-average net radiation to precipitation, is used to separate humid (<1) and arid regions (.1). Lines show median
values and shading denotes the interquartile range across grid-cell values. A period of 50 days before and including
the day of drought peak [unshaded period in (b) and (c)] is considered for further analysis.
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positive latent heat values can still be observed over many grid
pixels. The relationship between latent heat and temperature
anomalies is discussed further in the following section. The situa-
tion is different for arid regions. There is generally less water in
the soils, such that the latent heat anomaly in those regions is al-
ready negative in the early stage of the drought and remains so
over the whole drought period.

4. Climatic and vegetation controls of
drought-related heat

Radiation partitioning or evaporative cooling can directly
affect local temperature changes during drought through the
energy and water balances between land and atmosphere. To
determine the relative roles of climate and vegetation in such
land–atmosphere interactions, we further analyze tempera-
ture, net radiation, and latent heat anomalies on the day of
the local drought peaks across bioclimatic regimes. These re-
gimes are characterized for each grid pixel using aridity index
(the ratio between long-term-average net radiation and pre-
cipitation) and tree-cover dominance (the ratio of tree cover
to the total tree and short vegetation cover). The global distri-
bution of the regimes can be found from Fig. S1 in the online
supplemental material. While short vegetation such as grasses
and croplands can occur across regions of diverse aridity lev-
els, trees are prevalent in humid and semiarid regions. For
each bioclimatic regime, the median values across grid pixels
belonging to the respective regime are reported (Fig. 2). Tem-
perature increases in all regimes, with the strongest warming
in subhumid regions (aridity index 0.5–1.0). In general, tree-
dominated regions tend to show slightly higher temperature
increases. Conversely, arid and grass-dominated regions ex-
hibit relatively small temperature increases.

Some pixels exhibit negative temperature anomalies dur-
ing peak drought (Fig. 1), which is in contrast to the typical
soil moisture–temperature feedback during droughts (Miralles
et al. 2019). We find that those negative anomalies are mainly
observed in the very arid regions (Fig. S2). This could be due
to negative net radiation induced by, for example, higher
albedo or increased longwave radiation, but it may also be ar-
tifacts due to the use of observation-based datasets, which has
relatively large uncertainty in those areas, or the lack of strong
drought events during the short study period. At any rate,
given the limited impacts of these pixels on the large-scale
patterns (Fig. 2a), we retain them in our analysis.

Drought-related net radiation and latent heat anomalies
show similar patterns with gradients along aridity and tree
dominance (Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively). Net radiation in-
creases (positive anomaly) in most regions, except in the most
arid regions with few trees. This net radiation surplus is intui-
tive; droughts are associated with clear-sky conditions that
favor more incoming solar radiation, and hence higher net
radiation. The positive net radiation anomalies in general
decrease toward arid and grass-dominated regions, which is
largely consistent with the spatial pattern of anomalies of in-
coming shortwave radiation (Fig. S3). Given that the in-
coming shortwave radiation anomaly is positive globally,
negative net radiation anomaly in very arid regions is likely

attributable to increased outgoing radiation. This is related
to drought-associated albedo increases, for example, over
water-stressed short vegetation or dry bare soil (Lobell
and Asner 2002; Tollerud et al. 2020), which are both more
widespread in arid regions. Surface temperature changes
may also play a role in modulating outgoing radiation, but

FIG. 2. Anomalies of (a) maximum temperature, (b) net radia-
tion, and (c) latent heat on the day of drought peak across climate–
vegetation regimes. Each box shows the median of values across
grid pixels within the same regime, defined by long-term aridity and
tree-cover dominance. Regime boxes with less than 100 grid pixels
are discarded and shown in gray. Black dots within the boxes
denote that more than 75% of grid pixels in the regime have the
same sign.
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this is not explicitly analyzed in our study mainly due to
the lack of suitable observation-based datasets.

The relations between vegetation and temperature during
drought can be inferred from the latent heat anomalies in
Fig. 2c. In very humid regions, latent heat increases under
dry conditions, as seen in Fig. 1b; an excess of net radiation
during a drought may promote vegetation activity in such
energy-limited conditions (Nicolai-Shaw et al. 2017; Orth
and Destouni 2018). Moreover, trees are able to exploit soil
water from deep soil layers, maintaining high evaporative
cooling (Ellison et al. 2017). Latent heat over subhumid,
tree-dominated regions also increases slightly; however, it is
not significant given that more than 25% of grid pixels in
the regime show (weak) opposite latent heat flux anomalies.
In such transitional regions with seasonally dry periods,
trees tend to conserve water by reducing the opening of
their stomata so as to maintain leaf water potential (Teuling
et al. 2010; Vicente-Serrano et al. 2013). By contrast, less
tree-dominated regions in all aridity ranges, except ,0.5,
are associated with reduced latent heat, as short vegetation
with shallow roots does not have access to deep soil water and
tends not to have water conservation mechanisms (Teuling
et al. 2010) and therefore dies as near-surface soils dry below
critical levels. The reduced latent heat resulting from dry soils
covered with drought-damaged vegetation is consistent with
the smaller increase in net radiation (i.e., increased albedo)
observed for these regions. No significant change in latent heat
is observed in very arid regions (aridity . 4), probably due to
a lack of soil moisture in sustaining significant vegetation
cover. Our results show the necessity of considering both
meteorological and land surface effects (e.g., radiation and
vegetation) in order to adequately explain the magnitude of
elevated local temperature during droughts, especially in
humid forests and semiarid grasslands.

We note that by construction our analysis pools together
grid cells that probably experienced droughts of different
magnitudes during the study period. To understand the role
of drought magnitude for our results, we repeat the analysis
by selecting the third and fifth strongest soil moisture
droughts at each grid cell. Droughts are considered indepen-
dent events if the soil moisture minima are at least 180 days
apart from each other. We find similar results, although the
anomalies of variables become weaker (Fig. S4). Additionally,
we repeat our analysis over two subregions, tropical versus
temperate climate regions (Fig. S5), and we find that overall
spatial patterns of the anomalies remain similar. This implies
that the spatial variation of temperature found in this study
can be explained by the role of local climate and vegetation,
rather than by the large-scale climate or circulation.

5. Contrasting drought–heat pathways between
bioclimatic regimes

Next, we examine the interacting mechanisms of net radia-
tion and latent heat related to elevated temperatures during
droughts. For this purpose, we compute the temperature sensi-
tivity to net radiation and latent heat, each expressed by the re-
spective slope obtained from a multivariate linear regression

using the values over the 50-day period prior to and including
the day of drought peak. In addition, to further determine the
extent to which the temperature rise is related to each variable,
we examine the partial correlation coefficients between net ra-
diation, or latent heat, and temperature. Partial correlation is
considered to account for the confounding effect between net
radiation and latent heat.

We find a positive relationship between temperature and net
radiation (Fig. 3a) with a higher sensitivity in humid regions
ranging between 0.418 and 0.768C MJ21, while it decreases
toward arid regions (0.198–0.618C MJ21). This pattern is sup-
ported by the partial correlation results in Fig. 3c. The sensitiv-
ity pattern across the bioclimatic regimes is reversed in the case
of latent heat (Fig. 3b); the highest absolute sensitivity is ob-
served in arid regions. This can explain why arid regions (aridity
index $ 2) show positive temperature anomalies despite the
(weak) cooling effects of negative net radiation (Fig. 2). In
humid regions, the sign of the sensitivity and correlation be-
tween temperature and latent heat is positive (Figs. 3b and 3d,
respectively), indicating that higher latent heat corresponds to
higher temperatures. This is not a causal relationship, but an
artifact of the increased net radiation. Positive net radiation
does not only lead to increased sensible heat flux and conse-
quently temperature, but also to elevated latent heat. In humid
regions, there can be soil moisture available for evapotranspira-
tion even during drought events (Fig. S6). As a result, the evap-
orative cooling decelerates the rate of temperature increase
while the temperature anomaly remains positive. We warn that
high correlation does not imply causation. Additionally, we find
significant (p , 0.1) evidence of Granger causality (Granger
1969) between net radiation/latent heat and temperature anom-
alies from most grid pixels (Fig. S7). Nonetheless, the Granger
causality test does not rule out the possibility of a confounding
variable and only provides information about forecasting abil-
ity. Therefore, in future research, it would be interesting to
test detailed cause-and-effect hypotheses including more ex-
planatory variables or using more alternative techniques.

Sensitivities of temperature to net radiation are generally
lower than in the case of latent heat. This can be explained as the
radiative energy is not exclusively translated into sensible heat
flux and consequently temperature increase, but it is also parti-
tioned into latent and ground storage energy fluxes. When it
comes to the sensitivity of temperature to latent heat, the very
high absolute sensitivity over very arid regions (aridity$ 2) is ob-
served; it takes less energy to heat dry air than wet air and abso-
lute humidity during droughts is much lower in arid regions
(Fig. S8). We note, however, that our analysis does not include
the effect of advected warm or cold air masses, such as due to
drought-characteristic atmospheric circulation anomaly pat-
terns (Schumacher et al. 2019). While the sensitivity and par-
tial correlation results generally agree, we find an overall
weaker partial correlation between temperature and latent
heat than between temperature and net radiation (0.02–0.42
and 0.06–0.67 in absolute terms, respectively), opposite to the
sensitivity magnitudes. This could be related to higher uncer-
tainties and consequently more noise in the large-scale latent
heat estimates compared with the possibly better constrained
net radiation estimates. We additionally calculate sensitivity
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and correlation using the drought period of 225 to 0 days and
find that the results remain the same (Fig. S9).

Our results show that temperature anomalies during drought
should be understood from a comprehensive assessment of the
interplay between meteorological and land processes including
vegetation effects, which vary across bioclimatic regimes in mag-
nitude, sign, and relative importance. For instance, while during
drought net radiation increases most strongly in very humid
regions, it is buffered by coinciding latent heat increases. In con-
trast, in subhumid regions, net radiation increases less, but com-
bined with the decrease in latent heat, results in the largest
increases in temperature over short vegetation regions. This is
the case also for tree-dominated regions; forests’ evaporative
cooling is buffering net radiation increases less in subhumid than
in very humid regions. Consequently, we observe the strongest
temperature anomalies over subhumid climates.

6. Conclusions and discussion

In summary, our findings indicate contrasting drought–heat
pathways between climate–vegetation regimes (Fig. 4). In hu-
mid and subhumid regions, warming during droughts is largely

driven by a drought-related net radiation surplus. In contrast,
a less significant change in temperature is found in arid regions
as there is even a small net radiation deficit during droughts,
caused by a smaller surplus in incoming shortwave radiation,
which is (over)compensated by higher albedo over a dried-
out, brighter surface. Meanwhile, the role of vegetation and
evaporative cooling in complementing those mechanisms is of
importance in transitional climate regimes (subhumid and
semiarid regions), leading to significant drought-related
warming in these regions. Thereby, short vegetation ampli-
fies the drought-related warming predominantly in transi-
tional regions, but less so in arid regions, where it generally
cannot control evaporative fraction due to a lack of absolute
soil water. On the other hand, forests with deeper rooting
systems become water-stressed less frequently in transi-
tional regimes, where they consequently cause the strongest
drought warming amplification. As a result, our findings
show that background climate and vegetation conditions
determine the magnitude of contributions from these mech-
anisms, highlighting the importance of considering all inter-
acting factors in understanding concurrent drought–heat
extremes.

FIG. 3. Contrasting effects of net radiation and latent heat flux on drought temperatures. Sensitivity of temperature
anomalies to (a) net radiation anomalies and (b) latent heat anomalies. (c) Partial correlation coefficient between
temperature and net radiation while controlling for latent heat. (d) Partial correlation coefficient between tempera-
ture and latent heat while controlling for net radiation. Values are first computed at each grid pixel over the 51-day
window prior to, and including, drought peak; then the median is calculated across grid pixels within the same
climate–vegetation regime. Black dots within the boxes denote that more than 75% of grid pixels in the regime
have the same sign.
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The main datasets employed in this study are produced us-
ing machine learning trained with in situ measurement. This
enables us to investigate the temporal and spatial variations
of land surface variables largely based on observations, as the
ML-driven data are independent of model assumptions (e.g.,
on the parameterization of plant water stress and soil proper-
ties), which might be imperfect due to our limited knowledge
about the complex relationships between soil moisture, vege-
tation, and energy fluxes (Verhoef and Egea 2014; Teodosio
et al. 2017). However, at the same time, machine learning can-
not benefit from physics knowledge and therefore, the perfor-
mance of such machine learning-based data is significantly
affected by the quality and diversity of training data. Our pre-
vious study shows the reliability of machine learning highly
depends on the diversity of training data (O et al. 2020a). In
this sense, the performance of SoMo.ml, which is derived
from machine learning trained with in situ data, is relatively
poor over high northern latitudes and desert areas due to in-
sufficient training data. This possibly leads to artifact signals
in this study. However, this is not expected to affect our con-
clusions as we focus on the spatially averaged patterns using
large numbers of grid pixels from similar bioclimatic regimes
around the globe so that errors are in principle canceled out.
Consequently, our results offer observational evidence for the
spatial patterns of drought–heat relevant variables that can
reveal opportunities to improve modeling and input data
quality. Future work should test the consistency of our key
findings among different observational datasets or physically
based model outputs.

As a compound event, drought and heat can jointly lead to
severe, multifaceted consequences across socioeconomic sec-
tors (Brown 2016; Di Napoli et al. 2018; Orth and Destouni
2018; Orth et al. 2022). While our study provides valuable in-
puts to better understand the drought–heat pathways and
their spatial variations, the evolution of these pathways in a
changing future climate remains elusive. For instance, changes
in cloud cover might affect drought-related vegetation anoma-
lies, while continued vegetation greening or CO2 fertilization
could alter the evaporative cooling signals (Peters et al. 2018;
Schneider et al. 2019). Thus, while our results provide a
broader perspective of drought–heat extremes, they also call
for further investigation of drought-related warming pro-
cesses in both historical climate model simulations as well as
projections, as this is crucial to predict the drought–heat path-
ways in a warmer world.
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FIG. 4. Schematic summary of dominant drought–heat pathways in different climate regions. (left) During drought,
increased incoming radiation (RADin . RADout), and consequently increased net radiation, leads to warm tempera-
ture anomalies in humid regions, despite the buffering effect of concurrently increased surface latent heat fluxes
(LE). (right) On the other hand, net radiation increases are smaller in arid regions, for instance, due to enhanced
outgoing shortwave radiation by increased albedo related to reduced soil moisture and dry vegetation. However, the
water-limited conditions limit LE, leading to larger sensible heat fluxes (SH) and therefore elevated temperature.
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